We propose a fast parallel algorithm for the reconstruction of 3-Dimensional point clouds of insects from binocular stereo image pairs using a hierarchical approach for disparity estimation. Entomologists study various features of insects to classify them, build their distribution maps, and discover genetic links between specimens among various other essential tasks. This information is important to the pesticide and the pharmaceutical industries among others. When considering the large collections of insects entomologists analyze, it becomes difficult to physically handle the entire collection and share the data with researchers across the world. With the method presented in our work, Entomologists can create an image database for their collections and use the 3D models for studying the shape and structure of the insects thus making it easier to maintain and share. Initial feedback shows that the reconstructed 3D models preserve the shape and size of the specimen. We further optimize our results to incorporate multiview stereo which produces better overall structure of the insects. Our main contribution is applying stereoscopic vision techniques to entomology to solve the problems faced by entomologists.
INTRODUCTION
Entomologists' research involves recording evolutionary history and classifying insects into various parts of the 'tree of life'. When the insect samples are prepared, they contain labels documenting their name, features, and the location they were collected from. This information is helpful in preparing distribution maps, investigating the genetic links between specimens, and identification of other unknown samples. Applied aspects of this research includes determining which insects feed on economically important crops and livestock, and those which transfer diseases. This taxonomy is crucial for the pesticide and the pharmaceutical industries in developing more effective products.
Objective
One of the biggest challenges confronting entomologists is sharing insect samples across different institutions. Current methods involve transporting the samples which costs both time and money. Furthermore, some samples are irreplaceable and the wear & tear inflicted while transporting or handling cannot be reversed. Our objective is to digitize and construct 3D models of the specimens using a passive stereo system. This cost effective solution would help create a virtual repository of specimens that is easy to maintain and share (thereby reducing the physical handling involved) and also aid image processing techniques to identify and search specimens.
Related work and Our approach
The motivation behind this work is to make use of the latest stereo reconstruction algorithms to reconstruct 3D models from stereo images of insect samples. Our passive approach is cost-effective and involves creating a setup of two calibrated cameras in a well-lit studio where we take the stereo images of the collection only once. Beeler et al. presented a modern passive stereo reconstruction system for face capture at SIGGRAPH 2010 1 . It is one of the most accurate and reliable techniques to produce highly detailed reconstructions. Our solution uses some of the basic techniques described in it to generate and refine disparity maps. However, the approach described in Beeler et al. 1 does take a long timenearly 20 minutes to produce the output. We improve upon this by introducing parallelization in the algorithms to attain speedup.
The application of stereo vision methods to recover 3D models of insects is fairly new and one of the works in this area is by Jianqiang 2 . They use background difference algorithms to separate pest objects from the images and then apply feature matching to recover 3D reconstructions. However it only presents a novel view and does not reconstruct any 3D models. Also there is no mention of the time taken to complete the process.
Sample dataset
All the insect samples used in the reconstructions for this study were collected from the Illinois Natural History Survey at the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. It contains close to 7 million samples and is the tenth largest collection of its kind in North America. For image acquisition we use Point Grey Research's Bumblebee XB3 cameras. The associated tools are proprietary and do not take advantage of parallelism. We therefore use open source libraries (OpenCV) to build the models.
IMPLEMENTATION
We use an easy to setup image acquisition system using two cameras to capture high resolution left and right image pairs which are later rectified. A hierarchical approach is used to estimate disparity by subsampling original images. Matching (using Normalized Cross Correlation) starts at the lowest resolution level and each subsequent level uses the value from the previous level as an estimate to its disparity (thus reducing the search space). The disparity is calculated to sub-pixel accuracy and refined using techniques described in Beeler et al. 1 . The 3D point cloud is recovered by triangulation. Multiple views are aligned using the Iterative Closest Point algorithm to produce a more complete reconstruction. Finally we speedup the entire process by parallelization. We explain all of these steps in detail below.
Before we can run any of the disparity estimation algorithms, there are a few preprocessing steps required as described below. 
Background
The camera calibration step is based on Jean-Yves Bouguet's camera calibration method 3 . Several image pairs of a checkerboard pattern are taken in different orientations and then passed into the algorithm to compute both the intrinsic and the extrinsic parameters of the camera. The next step is to rectify the image pairs-the major benefit of this step is that finding corresponding points between rectified images is reduced to a one-dimensional problem.
We use existing methods in OpenCV to rectify images. The process involves finding the locations of the corners and then using the cvStereoCalibrate method. This gives us the fundamental matrices of the cameras and the radial distortion coefficients. Next, cvStereoRectify is used to create rectification matrices. This helps us generate the undistorted rectification maps and we apply them to the images to undistort and rectify them. The flowchart in Figure 1 above shows the steps involved in the process.
Details of the implementation
We subsample the rectified images by factor of two each time to generate the different levels of the pyramid. Processing starts from the lowest level and we use Normalized Cross Correlation(NCC) to find corresponding matches. This returns the match with the highest NCC value along the epipolar line. A window size of 5x5 is used . We did not notice significant improvements by switching to a higher size and a lower size did not produce a good disparity map. We use parabola fitting to interpolate the values to return sub-pixel disparity which greatly improves the final output.
Before passing on the disparity values onto the next stage we perform various constraint checks which includea)Smoothness Constraint-These ensure values across neighbors are consistent. Half of the neighbors in the 5x5 neighborhood should differ in the value by less than 1. b)Uniqueness Constraint-These ensure the match for pixel in the left image matches the one in the right with a difference of not more than 1. c)Ordering Constraint-These ensure difference in the disparity values between a pixel and its right neighbor is not more than 1.
All the three constraints are mandatory and for the pixels that fail the constraints we use the average of the disparity values of their neighbors that passed the constraints. The next step involves improving the depth map by refining the photometric consistency(dp) and surface consistency(dS).We use the techniques described in where wp and wS are as described in 1 .This process is repeated nearly 20 times. The disparity at this point is then used as an initial guess for the disparity at the next level. This procedure is repeated until we reach the highest resolution i.e. the original size of the image.
3D points reprojection
Camera parameters and the disparity values calculated in the previous stages are used to calculate the coordinates of the 3D points. For this, we use the triangulation formulae to recover the depth from disparity values. We have :- 
Optimizations
We parallelize the serial reference version discussed above to obtain speed up using Intel's Thread Building Blocks. We apply parallelization to various tasks like subsampling images, constraint checking and template matching. The major candidate for parallelization is the function performing template matching. To take advantage of this, we use an iteration over 2-Dimensional space and dynamic chunking of the loop iterations to ensure proper utilization of various cores.
Our next optimization is to use multiple images to generate a more complete point cloud. However, with multiple point clouds of the same 3D object we come across the problem of alignment. To overcome this issue we apply the iterative closest point algorithm (ICP). It repetitively refines the rotation and translation parameters between two point clouds until they reach a minimum value of the cost function. The cost function is basically a mean square root function which calculates the distance between the corresponding points in the model and the object.
RESULTS
We get reconstructions of specimens that preserve features like dimensions and texture. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time 3D reconstruction has been applied to insects to help entomologists. In a preliminary evaluation with entomologists for reconstructed shape and size we already scored an approval rating of more than 70%. The average difference in the ratios -breadth to length and depth to length in the original and the recovered models is around .05. The serial implementation (without refinement) on a pair of 385 x 415 images takes around 1 minute and parallel version takes 40 seconds. With refinement, the serial version takes close to 12 minutes and the time for the parallel version has been brought down to 2 minutes. Figures 2,3 and 4 below show some of these results. 
CONCLUSION
We present a first of its kind method to reconstruct novel 3D models from stereoscopic images of insects. Improving upon the ideas in 1 we introduce the concept of parallelization to speedup the otherwise slow process (which takes nearly 20 minutes). 2 merely suggests a novel view for insects (with no mention of time taken to output) but we perform the entire 3D reconstruction at a competitive speed which we finally aim to make real time. Our future work includes reducing noise in the reconstructed models, performing surface reconstruction on the point cloud and making the entire process real time.
